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INTRODUCTION  
 For Parents/Carers 
 
Your child is about to make choices leading to qualifications in the Senior Phase. 
Details of all subjects offered in S4 are provided within this curriculum pathways 
booklet. It is important that students have a good understanding about all the 
subjects offered before making their choices. Further information is available from 
subject teachers and Pupil Support Leaders. 
 
From S1 to S3, our students have experienced a broad, general education and 
followed courses in all 8 curricular areas: Maths, Languages (English and Modern 
languages) Social Subjects, Science, Technologies, Expressive Arts, Health and 
Well-being and Religious and Moral Education. 
 
In S4, the start of the Senior Phase, students study their chosen subjects in depth 
and will sit qualifications at either National 3, 4 or 5 levels. Students are encouraged 
to choose subjects in which they show personal interest or strengths, or which are 
necessary for a particular career-path. Students study 5 subjects in addition to 
Maths, English, Physical Education, Personal and Social Education and Religious 
and Moral Education.  
 
The S4 course choice form reflects student demand for subjects following the 
provisional course choice carried out at the beginning of the year. It is designed to 
ensure that as many students as possible can take their first choice. Courses will run 
where there are sufficient numbers. 
 
 

Course Choice Timeline 
From January 2020, students will start to review their learning and make choices 
within curricular areas. It is important that this occurs after discussion with teachers, 
parents and carers, and reflects learners’ strengths and interests. 
 

5th February S3 Parents’ Evening 

21st January S3 Curriculum Information evening for parents and students 6.30-
7.30pm 

7th February Provisional course choices made for S4 

20th March S4 courses finalised 

 
 

Pauline Cumming 
Depute Head Teacher: Curriculum 
Pauline.Cumming@broughton.edin.sch.uk 

mailto:Pauline.Cumming@broughton.edin.sch.uk
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Information for Students 

 
 
MAKING YOUR CHOICES 
 
You are about to make your final course choice. It is important that you choose 
subjects in which you are interested and have strengths, and that allow you to 
progress towards National Qualifications at a relevant level. This will help ensure that 
you are happy with your personal curriculum- and this leads to successful learning.  
 
The work you have been doing to complete your S3 Profile will also support you in 

making these choices.  
 

WHAT SUBJECTS CAN I TAKE? 

 

Everyone will study English and Maths.  In addition you will choose 5 subjects. 
These should come from the 10 subjects you have studied in S3. Specialist 
Musicians will study English, Maths, Music, Music Technology and an additional 3 
subjects. 
 
For some students, college or the JET programme may be suitable. Please see page 
36 of the handbook for more information. 
 

It is important that you make choices in which you are interested. For example, if 
you are good at Music or Art you may wish to select subjects which allow you to 
develop these skills in S4. Choosing a course because your friends are doing it is not 
a good reason for a course choice. You will make lots of new friends in S4 in addition 
to keeping your old friends. This is an exciting part of starting the senior phase. It is 
also important that you know what the subject entry requirements are if you are 
considering a specific career choice and/or university entrance. The school library 
has information about all the Scottish universities and colleges, but you can also 
research online.  
 
 
 
http://www.planitplus.net/schoolzone/ 
http://www.ucas.com/students/coursesearch/ 
http://myworldofwork.skillsdevelopmentscotland.co.uk/ 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://www.planitplus.net/schoolzone/
http://www.ucas.com/students/coursesearch/
http://myworldofwork.skillsdevelopmentscotland.co.uk/
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ACCOUNTING 
National 5 
 
 
Entry Requirements 

• Predicted A or B in National 5 Maths 

• In consultation with Maths Dept. 

 
Who is this Course for? 
This course is suitable for students who are interested in numeracy-based learning 
opportunities, who pay attention to detail and who like to apply logical and analytical 
thinking. Students should have a keen interest in Finance. Students should have the 
correct attitude to learning and apply themselves appropriately to ensure success.  
This is extremely important as there is no National 4 Accounting course.  
 
Course Structure  
Preparing Financial Accounting Information 
You develop skills and learn how to prepare, interpret and analyse financial 
accounting information, and apply accounting concepts and techniques.  
 
 
Preparing Management Accounting Information 
You will use a range of basic accounting techniques to understand and prepare 
internal accounting documents. You will use the information produced to make 
decisions about the future planning and control of the business. 
 
 
 
 
Assessment 

• 3 Unit Assessments  

• Assignment – 50 Marks 

• Final Exam – 130 Marks (2 hours) 

 

 

Progression 
Accounting Higher, further study at college/university other qualifications in 
Accounting or related areas employment and/or training. 
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Administration and IT 
National 4 and 5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What will I learn? 
 

• ICT skills for today’s world of work (Using PCs and Microsoft Office) 
• Modern working practices 
• Problem solving skills 
• Decision making skills 
• Presenting and communication information 

 
 
How will I be assessed? 
 

• National 4 is internally assessed. 
• National 5 has an external exam and externally marked assignment. 

 
 
Progression. 
 
You can continue the study of Administration at National 5 and Higher levels and 
progress to study in Further/Higher Education 
 
 
Careers 
 
Students will learn administrative and information technology skills which will allow 
them to work effectively in a business environment 

 
Administration 
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Art & Design 
National 4 & National 5 
 
Is it for me? 
Art and Design is for you if you enjoy:  

• Experimenting with new techniques and materials 

• Working in creative ways and solving problems 

• Expressing your ideas visually 

• Looking at talking and writing about art and design 
You don’t need to have excellent drawing skills—we can teach these!  You do need 
to be enthusiastic and keen to learn. 
 
About the course: 
National 4/5 courses are taught together, but written work is differentiated.  There 
are three elements:  Design, Expressive, and Art and Design Studies.  There are 
two folios of practical work in Expressive and Design in addition to Art and Design 
Studies, which at National 4 is a folio of written work and a written exam at National 
5.  Pupils will have the opportunity to further develop knowledge and skills in chosen 
areas through the completion of their practical folios.  Skills developed in these 
courses are transferable across all subject areas. 
 
Design 
You will explore design in a range of forms:  product design, jewellery, textiles or 
graphic design.  You will become familiar with working to a design brief.  You will 
carry out market research and investigate a chosen theme, explore different ideas, 
problem solve and discover new ways in which to arrive at a solution to the brief.  
You will choose to work with a range of varied materials as relevant to your chosen 
area of focus. 
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Expressive 
You will learn how to express your ideas through drawing and painting, collage and 
print-making.  You might explore still life, landscape, built environment and/or 
portraiture.  During completion of your expressive folio you will experiment with and 
develop skills using new materials.  You will be able to select the theme and objects 
that you want to learn to draw and paint.  Through completion of the folio you will 
make links to other artists and use peer and self-assessment to develop skills in 
critique and further develop your own initial ideas. 
 
Art and Design Studies 
You will study the work of important artists and designers from the past and present.  
You’ll learn how to talk about and write about their work. 
 
Assessment 
Two practical folios, one in Design and one in Expressive, are externally assessed. 
At National 5, there is an Art and Design Studies written exam. 
 
Progression: On completion of the National 5 course you will be ready to move forward 
within the department and study at the Higher level. Students can then apply to study Art 
related subjects at universities and college.  Courses in the Arts are available at a range of 
levels including Degree, HND and HNC. 
 
Students from Broughton Art Dept. have gone on to study at Grays School of Art, Duncan of 
Jordanstone, Edinburgh College of Art and at the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland. 

 
Skills developed during the completion of these courses are desirable for all 
future employers.   
 
Employers value what creativity enables in their employees:  
FLEXIBILITY RESILIENCE PROACTIVITY ANALYTICAL THINKING INITIATIVE 
ENTREPRENEURISM COLLABORATION ADAPTABILITY 
 
 
Employers value what creativity enables in their employees: 
FLEXIBILITY RESILIENCE PROACTIVITY ANALYTICAL THINKING INITIATIVE 
ENTREPRENEURISM COLLABORATION ADAPTABILITY 
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BIOLOGY 
National 3, 4 and 5 
 
What will I learn? 
You will gain knowledge and understanding of biology and develop skills through 
a variety of approaches including practical activities. You will develop scientific 
specific skills such as experimentation and investigation, and skills for learning, 
life and work. You will study 3 units: 
 
Biology: Cell Biology 
In this unit, learners will develop knowledge and skills and carry out practical and 
other learning activities related to study and investigation of the cell. This will include 
cell structure and processes within cells such as transport, photosynthesis and 
respiration, as well as, DNA, protein and biotechnology. 
 
Biology: Multi-cellular Organisms 
In this unit, learners will develop and skills and carry out practical learning activities 
related to the study of whole organisms. This will include a comparative approach to 
the study of plants and animals through areas such as reproduction and inheritance, 
the need for transport within organisms, digestion and associated enzymes, control 
and communication and health. 
 
Biology: Life on Earth 
Learners carry out practical and other learning activities related to the study and 
investigation of life on earth. This includes ecosystems, evolution, natural selection 
and competition, behaviour, biodiversity, decay, recycling and micro-organisms and 
ethical issues. 
 
Students following National 4 and 5 courses will also have an added value unit which 
draws upon and extends skills they have learned from the other units. In this unit, 
they demonstrate their breadth of knowledge and skills required in unfamiliar 
contexts. 
 
Progression and Careers 
You can continue to study Biology at National 4 or 5, Higher level and 
 AH levels. 
 
Possible career-paths include: 
Dentist  Forensic Scientist Vet Conservationist  
Psychologist     Molecular Biologist Nurse             Zoo Keeper 
Brewer  Geneticist Hairdresser   Marine Biologist 
Optician  Physiotherapist Teacher   
Pharmacist        Food Tester Radiographer Doctor 
Horticulturist  Gardener Beautician  Dietician
  
Assessment: 
National 3 and National 4 are internally assessed, while National 5 has external 
assessment. 
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Business Management  
National 4 and 5 
 
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
  
 
 
What will I learn? 
 

• What do businesses do? 
• How do businesses start?  
• How important are people in business? 
• How to be successful in business  
• How are decisions made  
• Real life business examples 
• ICT skills 

 
How will I be assessed? 
 

• National 4 has 2 internally assessed unit assessments and an added value 
unit 

• National 5 has an external assignment (30 marks) and exam (90 marks) 
 
Progression 
 

• Continue study of Business Management at: 
 - National 5 
 - Higher 

 
• Enter Further/Higher Education 

 
Careers 
 
Some students go in to employment with the knowledge of how a business works 
and what is needed to be successful. Other students go in to the financial, banking 
and retail sectors to name but a few. 

Business 

Management 

Finance 

Marketing 

ICT 
Operations 

Human Resources 
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Chemistry  

National 3, National 4 and National 5 
 
 
Chemistry is involved with materials of every description.  Their 
source can be the earth, the atmosphere or anything living 
there. 
 
Chemistry touches on many areas of study – biology, 
economics, geography, astronomy, geology, physics and, of course, medical 
science. 
 
A chemistry certificate or degree can be a useful entry to non-scientific pursuits.  
Success in this subject also shows an ability to assimilate information, to reason 
clearly and to present a coherent solution to a theoretical or practical problem. 
 
 
What will I learn? 
 
You will develop important and relevant skills, attitudes and attributes related to 
chemistry including; developing scientific and analytical thinking skills, developing an 
understanding of chemistry’s role in scientific issues, acquiring and applying 
knowledge of chemistry concepts, developing understanding of chemical products 
and how they are formed and applied in society. There are 3 units: 
 
Atoms, Acids and Alkalis 
You will build on detailed chemical concepts and use these in analytical applications. 
You will develop skills and awareness of ethical and environmental issues in a local 
and international context. 
 
Nature’s Chemistry 
You will build on the understanding of natural resources and associated products to 
gain knowledge and develop skills. You will apply these skills when considering 
ethical and environmental implications of the application of chemical knowledge to 
fuelling and feeding a modern society. 
 
Chemistry in Society 
You will be introduced to important chemical concepts and apply skills in areas such 
as the development and use of novel and new materials, including forms of energy 
generation. 
 
 
Progression. 
You can progress to National 4 or 5, Higher or AH Chemistry 
 
 
Assessment 
National 3 and National 4 courses are internally assessed. 
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National 5 has external assessment. 

Classical Studies 
National 5  
 
 
Classical Studies explores ancient civilisations, from 5th century Athens to the 
Roman Empire. Students will study life in ancient Greece and Rome and will 
complete  an assignment on their choice of classical studies topics or issues. 
Students will gain a deeper understanding of the world by studying these ancient 
cultures and learning how these people and beliefs shaped the world as we know it 
today.  
 
There are three units: 
 

• Life in Classical Greece 

Here, students will understanding of life in 5th-century BC Athens. All sources used 
are in modern, accessible translations. Students will apply what they can learn from 
sources to a comparison of life in classical Greece with life in the contemporary 
world. 
 

• Classical Literature 

Three classical texts will be studied in relation to some key themes: leadership, fate 
versus free will, heroism, conflict, women in society. Students will analyse these 
texts in great depth, and must explain ideas related to the text, its significance within 
the classical world and modern society. Students must also evaluate the significance 
of these ideas, themes and values. These texts can be drama, prose or epic poems.  
 

• Life in the Roman World 

Here, students will study life in the Roman world. They must also be able to identify 
similarities and differences between the aspects of the classical world studied and 
the modern world. 
 
Within this Unit learners are expected to demonstrate the skill of using 
archaeological sources of evidence and presenting reasoned conclusions which 
compare and contrast the classical and modern worlds. 
 
Entry 
Recommended entry is with level 4 in National 5 English, History and/or another 
similar subject. Previous experience of Classical Studies is not necessary.  
 
Progression 
Higher Classical Studies 
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Computing Science 
National 4  
Entry 
At the discretion of the department.  

Content 
The Course has three mandatory Units including the Added Value Unit. 
 
Software Design and Development  
The aim of this Unit is for the learner to develop basic knowledge, understanding and 
practical problem-solving skills in software design and development. Learners will 
develop basic computational thinking and programming skills through practical tasks 
using appropriate software development environments across a range of 
contemporary contexts. These tasks will involve simple features and straightforward 
contexts. They will also develop an understanding of how data and instructions are 
stored in binary form and how programming underpins computer applications. 
Learners will also explore the impact of contemporary software-based applications 
on society or the environment. 
 
Information System Design and Development 
The aim of this Unit is for the learner to develop basic knowledge, understanding and 
practical problem-solving skills in information system design and development. 
Learners will implement practical solutions using appropriate development tools to 
create databases, web-based information systems, multimedia information systems 
(and/or hybrids of these). These tasks will involve simple features and 
straightforward contexts. Learners will also develop an understanding of basic 
computer hardware, software, and connectivity and security issues through a range 
of practical and investigative tasks.  
 
Computing Science Assignment  
This Unit requires the learner to apply skills and knowledge from the other Units to 
analyse and solve an appropriate challenging computing science problem. 

 
Assessment 
National 4 is internally assessed. 

 
Progression 
National 5 Computing Science 
 
Want to improve the world we live in, get a great job and earn an above 
average salary?  
Recent government announcements state that Scotland will need an estimated 11,000 
new digital/ICT workers each year to meet current and future demand. Similarly, a 
significant number of people do not have the skills to prosper in the digital era. As a 
result, students with digital qualifications can expect to have a wider choice of 
careers and expect to earn more 
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Computing Science 

National 5 
Entry 
National 4 Computing Science 

At the discretion of the department.  

 
Content 
The course includes four mandatory units in addition to the course assessment. 

 
Software Design and Development 
Learners develop knowledge, understanding and practical problem-solving skills in 
software design and development, through a range of practical and investigative tasks 
using appropriate software development environments. This develops their programming 
and computational-thinking skills by implementing practical solutions and explaining how 
these programs work.  
 

Computer Systems  
Learners develop an understanding of how data and instructions are stored in binary 
form and basic computer architecture. They gain an awareness of the environmental 
impact of the energy use of computing systems and security precautions that can be 
taken to protect computer systems.  
  
Database Design and Development  
Learners develop knowledge, understanding and practical problem-solving skills in 
database design and development, through a range of practical and investigative tasks. 
This allows learners to apply computational-thinking skills to analyse, design, implement, 
test, and evaluate practical solutions, using a range of development tools such as SQL.  
  
Web Design and Development  
Learners develop knowledge, understanding and practical problem-solving skills in web 
design and development, through a range of practical and investigative tasks. This 
allows candidates to apply computational-thinking skills to analyse, design, implement, 
test and evaluate practical solutions to web-based problems, using a range of 
development tools such as HTML, CSS and Javascript.  
 
 

Assessment 
Coursework Assignment – 31% 
External Question Paper (2 hours) – 69% 
 

Progression 
Higher Computing Science 
 

Want to improve the world we live in, get a great job and earn an above average 
salary? Recent government announcements state that Scotland will need an 
estimated 11,000 new digital/ICT workers each year to meet current and future 
demand.Similarly, a significant number of people do not have the skills to prosper 
in the digital era. 
As a result, students with digital qualifications can expect to have a wider choice 
of careers and expect to earn more. 
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Design and Manufacture 
National 4 & 5 
 
Entry Requirements 

Interest in the design and manufacture industry 

CfE Level 4 English 

CfE Level 4 Maths  

 

Content 

The Design and Manufacture course encourages candidates to take a broad view of 

design and manufacture, through making decisions and taking responsibility for their 

own actions and enables the pupils to develop: 

• skills in designing and manufacturing models, prototypes and products 

• knowledge and understanding of manufacturing processes and materials 

• an understanding of the impact of design and manufacturing technologies on our 

environment and society 

 

These transferrable skills place our young people in a strong position regardless of 

the career path they choose. 

 

Assessment 

National 4 (graded pass/fail) comprises the following units: 

1. Design and Manufacture: Design 

2. Design and Manufacture: Materials and Manufacturing 

3. Design and Manufacture: Assignment 

 

National 5 (graded A – D) comprises the following components: 

1. Question paper (44%) 

2. Assignment – Design (31%) 

3. Assignment – Manufacture (Internally assessed – 25%) 

 

Progression 

Learners who successfully complete the National 4 course would be in a position to 
progress in to the National 5 course. 
Learners who pass National 5 Design & Manufacture with a grade A or B would be 
eligible to progress in to the Higher Design & Manufacture course. 
 
Please note that pupils will be asked to contribute £20 towards the cost of 

materials. 

Careers 
Designers, makers and manufacturers have a huge influence on the form, function and style 

of many of the objects we use in our daily lives; everything from kettles to cars, from 

telephones to specialised medical equipment. Individual designers often focus on a 

particular area, such as consumer electronics, automotive design industrial equipment, but 

designer’s skills are transferable between projects and products. 
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DANCE  
Higher Dance  
Entry requirements 
Students should achieve an ‘A’ for National 5 Dance to progress onto 
Higher Dance. Only in exceptional circumstances if an ‘A’ is not 
achieved and the student is still very keen to study Higher Dance 
their application and performance throughout National 5 and the final practical and 
written exam will be analysed and discussed with their parents before making the 
right decision for the student.  
 
Course content  
As candidates develop technical and choreographic skills, they learn to analyse the 
work of dance practitioners and how to use this knowledge to inform and influence 
their own creative thinking and performance.   
 
Choreography   
Candidates explore choreographic principles to enhance their creativity and develop 
the skills and knowledge they need to plan and create a group choreography.   
 Through this process, candidates gain knowledge and understanding of theme 
and/or stimulus, complex structures, choreographic devices and spatial elements. 
They explore the use of theatre arts in choreography and develop creative, 
organisational, problem-solving and evaluation skills.  
  
Technical skills  
Candidates explore a minimum of two contrasting dance styles through structured 
technique classes. They then apply these dance techniques in tutor-choreographed 
solos. Candidates develop knowledge and apply safe dance practice. They develop 
their understanding of the social and cultural factors influencing dance, and apply 
critical-thinking skills through studying contrasting dance styles, dance history and 
influential choreographers and practitioners. 
 
Course Assessment 
The course assessment consists of three mandatory Components: 
Component 1: question paper 
Component 2: practical activity 
Component 3: performance 
 
Question Paper  
The question paper has a total mark allocation of 40 marks. This is 30% of the 
overall marks for the course assessment. Candidates are expected to use dance 
terminology throughout.   
The question paper has two sections:  

• Section 1: dance appreciation in context (24 marks)  

• Section 2: study of a professional choreography (16 marks)  
Practical activity  
This assesses candidates’ ability to apply problem-solving and critical-thinking skills, 
interpretation and reflective practice. It has two sections:   
Section 1: choreography (45 marks) Section 2: choreography review (25 marks)  
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The practical activity has a total mark allocation of 70 marks. This is 30% of the 
overall marks for the course assessment.   
 
Performance  
Candidates perform two solos in contrasting dance styles. They are assessed on 
their ability to apply and combine technical and performance skills as appropriate to 
each. The performance is two tutor-choreographed technical solos in contrasting 
dance styles.  
  
The performance has a total mark allocation of 70 marks. This is 40% of the overall 
marks for the course assessment.   
 
Progression 
This Course or its Units may provide progression to: 

• HNC Professional Dance Performance 

• HNC Dance Artist 
Further study, employment and/or training 
 

Dance 

NPA Level 4/5  
 

Is it for me? 
This is not a specialist course. However, students should have some previous 
experience of participating in dance. The course requires dedication and an interest 
to learn more and develop dance skills and knowledge. Students should be up for a 
challenge. Students will work towards National Progression Award in dance at SCQF 
level 4 or 5. 
 
About the course 
This is an introductory qualification in Dance in which learners will explore 
choreography and gain an appreciation of dance skills and techniques in Jazz and 
Contemporary. Some written work on dance theory will be required. 
 
Assessment 
Students will develop knowledge, understanding and skills in choreography and two 
different styles of dance: Contemporary and Jazz. Students will be assessed in 
classwork, and two tutor-taught solos. 
Choreography tasks and choreographic studies will be filmed and assessed. There 
will be some written work in class on dance theory, famous choreographers and the 
choreographic process which will go towards assessment. 
Please note - Class kit list - Black leotard and black tights or leggings (approx. £20) 
hair must be tied up, bare  
feet. There is no need to buy dance shoes for the course.  
If anyone has any queries or would like to know more about the course, please 
speak to Ms Day in the Dance Department. 
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D 
 
Drama          
National 3, 4 and 5 
 
Why should I choose Drama? 
The Drama course is for anyone interested in developing their creative skills. 
Choosing Drama is an excellent way to build confidence and develop personal and 
social skills, including working in a group or as a team.  You will learn essential 
skills for life including creativity, collaboration, communication, negotiation and 
problem solving. Drama improves your ability to express yourself through devising 
Drama Performances. Drama is an exciting, enjoyable and rewarding course which 
builds confidence and prepares you for life after school.  You learn to be creative, 
communicate well, organise your thoughts and turn your ideas into action.  You also 
learn technical skills in lighting and sound; set design and props; costume and 
make up.  
An excellent choice of course for anyone interested in working with people, the 
performing arts and creative industries. 
 
What will I learn?  
 
Drama Skills 
By responding to ideas and stimuli for drama, you will develop ideas and techniques 
to communicate dramatic themes. You will work with others when preparing, 
researching and devising pieces of drama and apply acting skills in order to portray 
character. You will learn to evaluate your own work and the work of others. 
 
Production Skills 
You will explore production roles and use your production skills by interpreting stimuli 
and generating ideas for a production concept. You learn to develop and use 
production skills and evaluate your own contribution to the dramatic context. 
 
Performance 
In this unit you will prepare for, take part in and reflect on a 
small-scale drama performance. You will work with others to 
develop ideas. You will develop understanding of social and 
cultural influences on drama, select and apply skills and 
knowledge appropriate to your chosen role and carrying out 
their chosen role effectively.   
 
Progression 
In S5 and S6, students can choose further study in Drama 
National 5 or Higher. 
Assessment 
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National 3 and 4 courses are internally assessed through a Performance and 
coursework. National 5 is external assessment through a performance in a chosen 
production role (60%) and a question paper (40%). National 3, 4 and 5 drama all 
have both practical and written element w 

Employability & Enterprise 

Skills for Work 
 

Level 4/5 
 
 
What will I learn? 
 
You will learn the skills in enterprise and employability needed for self employment 
and for customer service sectors. You will learn and develop hands on skills used in 
the world of work and business such as working with others, planning, negotiating 
and communicating effectively. 
 
Content 
 
This course has been developed to prepare students for the demands of working life 
and therefore enhance opportunities for employment. Units students must complete 
include Personal Development: Self and Work, and an Enterprise Activity.  
 
Students will then choose 2 credits from the following: 
 

• Skills for customer care 

• Customer service skills 

• E-commerce 

• Marketing 

• Financial skills 

• Working with others 
 
 
Progression 
 
Students can go on to study at NPA level 5 level in Employability and Enterprise/ 
Business Management National 5 and Higher 
 

 

Assessment 

 

Teachers will assess each student through internal examination.  If students don’t 

achieve the required standard for the award of ‘pass’ within any assessment, they 

will be informed of this and they will be re-assessed on the particular elements of the 

assessment which need improving. 
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English 
 
The English course will provide learners with the opportunity to develop the skills of 
listening and talking, reading and writing in order to understand and use language.  
 
As learners develop their literacy skills, they will be able to process information more 
easily, apply their knowledge of language in practical and relevant contexts, and will 
help them gain the confidence to undertake new and more challenging tasks in a 
variety of situations.   
 
In English, students develop understanding of the complexities of language, 
including through the study of a wide range of texts. The English course will help 
students develop high levels of analytical thinking and a good understanding of the 
impact and effect language can have in different contexts.  
 
What will I learn? 
 
The Course offers learners opportunities to develop and extend a wide range of 
skills. In particular, the Course aims to enable learners to develop the ability to:  
 

- listen and talk, read and write, as appropriate to purpose, audience and 
context  

- understand, analyse and evaluate texts, as appropriate to purpose, audience 
and context  

- create and produce texts, as appropriate to purpose, audience and context  
- plan and research, integrating and applying language skills as appropriate to 

purpose, audience and context  
- apply knowledge of language  

 
Progression 
 

- Students who achieve a B or above at National 5 will have the entry 
requirements for the Higher English course. 

- Students who pass National 4 will gain entry to the National 5 course in S5 
with the recommendation of their class teacher.  For some pupils, the best 
route to National 5 will be by completing the English Skills for Life and Work 
course in S5 with N5 in S6. 

- Students who pass National 3 will gain entry to the English Skills for Life and 
Work course. 

 
Assessment 

- National 4 has an ‘Added Value’ component which will be an individual 
assignment which includes independent research as well as an extended 
piece of writing and a presentation. 

- National 5 has an exam at the end of the course which is graded A-D.  70% of 
the final mark will come from the exam and 30% will come from 
a Writing Portfolio. 
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ESOL 
 

Available at Beginners level to N5 Level 
 
This course is aimed at candidates whose first language is not English to develop 
the skills of reading, writing, listening, and speaking in order to better understand and 
use English in everyday life, work-related and study-related contexts.  
 
This course runs at the same time as English classes so candidates cannot do 
both. This course is, though, equal to a qualification in English. 
 
 
What will I learn? 
The course offers candidates opportunities to develop and extend a wide range of 
skills, in particular: 

• to develop reading, writing, listening, and speaking skills in English 

• understand detailed written and spoken texts in English for use in everyday 
life, work and study 

• produce detailed written English for use in everyday life, work and study 

• interact with others showing understanding of and using detailed spoken 
English for use in everyday life, work and study 

• apply knowledge and understanding of language in spoken and written 
English 

 
Assessment 
There are two main internal units: 

• ESOL for everyday life  
• ESOL in context – work and study 

 
Candidates also complete an Added Value Unit (N4) which is an individual project, 
delivered orally. National 5 candidates will sit externally assessed assessments in 
reading, listening, talking and writing. 
 
Progression 

Learners who pass National 3 will gain entry to the National 4 course in S5. 
- Learners who pass National 4 will gain entry to the National 5 course in S5. 
- Learners who pass National 5 will gain entry to the Higher course. 
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 FASHION AND TEXTILE 
TECHNOLOGY 
National 4 and 5 
 

 
Interested in fashion, textiles and the fashion industry? 
 
This is a practical and theory based course where pupils carry out construction 
techniques used in the textile industry. 

 
What will I learn? 
 

• All about different textiles 

• Fashion factors and influences on fashion 

• Practical fabric skills 

• Making craft items and clothing 

• Planning, making and evaluating the items made 
 

Units of the course are:- 
 

• Fashion Choices 

• Item Development 

• Textile Technology 
 
 

Progression 
 
National 5, Higher Fashion and Textile Technology, Art and Design National 4, 5 or 
Higher 
 

Careers 
 
Fashion, Interior design, Retail industry, Theatre and costume design, Teaching. 
 

Assessment 
 
National 4 is internally assessed. 
National 5 is assessed through the following:  
 
Question Paper: 30 scaled marks – Externally Marked     
Assignment:         35 Scaled marks - Externally Marked     
Practical Activity: 35 Scaled mark 
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Geography  

National 3, National 4 and 
National 5 
 

Do you like learning about the environment, 
about people and their societies, economies 
and cultures? 
 
Geography is a hugely relevant subject in our ever changing 
World. It opens up the physical environment around you and 
the ways in which people interact with their environment. The study of geography 
develops a sense of responsible citizenship. If you choose this course you will 
develop a knowledge and understanding of current events from the local area to the 
global. It will provide you with a range of skills such as map reading, data collection, 
ICT and problem solving. The course develops active learning including fieldwork. 
You will develop skills which are transferable to other areas of study, encouraging 
enterprise and employability. 
 

What will I learn? 
 
Geography: Physical Environments 
Learners will study a selection of landscape types within Scotland and the UK: 
glaciated landscapes, upland limestone, coastal landscapes and rivers and their 
valleys. 
 
Geography: Human Environments  
Learners will study and compare developed and developing countries. Key topics will 
include world population and issues in changing urban and rural landscapes. 
 
Geography:  Global Issues 
Learners will study major global issues: climate change, environmental hazards, 
trade and globalisation and development and health. 
  

Progression and Careers 
Students can progress to National 4, 5 or Higher level courses in Geography, or to 
courses in Environmental Science. 
 
A Geography qualification is of immediate relevance to many careers, including 
Planning, Surveying and Map Making, Architecture, Education and Transportation.  It 
is a subject which combines and integrates well with a wide range of other study 
areas, and this can clearly be seen in the courses and options available at 
Universities and Further Education Colleges.  

 
Assessment 
National 3 and National 4 are internally assessed. National 5 has an external 
assessment. 
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Graphic Communication 
National 4 & 5 
 
Entry Requirements 

Interest in a Graphic Design/ Engineering or CAD 

CfE Level 4 Maths 

CfE Level 4 English  

 

Content 

Pupils build upon the various methods of graphic communication they have 
encountered in S1-S3, deepening their knowledge and skills.  
They also encounter several new techniques, manual and computer based.  
Elements covered include: 

• Freehand sketching; including orthographic, isometric and perspective. 

• Technical drawing using manual and computer (CAD) methods, including 
architectural plans and design for manufacture. 

• Illustrations & Design including, product advertisements and promotional 
graphics – using both manual and computer techniques;  

• Familiarisation with international drawing standards;  

• Learning to read drawings and diagrams and making use of the information 
retrieved.  
 

Both courses have the following units that must be completed: 

• 2D Graphic Communication 

• 3D and Pictorial Graphic Communication  

 

Assessment 

To gain a National 4, learners must pass all units.  

Course Units and the Added Value Unit are assessed as a pass or fail by the school. 

The Added Value Unit (assignment) will involve learners being given a brief to which 

they will respond, applying skills and knowledge gained from the units. 

 

To gain a National 5, learners must pass the course assessment. 

The course assessment consists of an assignment (folio) of 8 hours, and a question 

paper of 2 hours. Grades of A to D will be awarded. 

 

Progression 

Learners who undertake Graphic Communication at National 5 level would be 
expected to progress on to a higher, and then advanced higher. 
 
Careers 
Graphic Communication is useful to those pupils who are interested in careers in a 
variety of fields from engineering to publishing, including architecture, surveying, 
CAD Technician, design, manufacture, and marketing. Pupils will be encouraged to 
develop their ability to communicate ideas and information visually. 
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HEALTH AND FOOD TECHNOLOGY 

National 5 
 
 
Entry  
National 5 Health and Food Technology Course or relevant component Units:- 
Literacy Unit (National 5)  
Numeracy Unit (National 5) 
 
Units of the Course  
 
Food for Health  
Contemporary Food Issues 
Food Product Development  
 
 
Course Content 
This course addresses contemporary issues affecting food and nutrition, including 
ethical and moral considerations, sustainability of sources, food production and 
development, and their effects on consumer choices.  
 
Aims of the course are to: 

- analyse the relationships between health, nutrition and food 

- develop and apply understanding and skills related to the functional 
properties of food 

- investigate contemporary issues affecting food and consumer choice  

- use research, management and technological skills to plan, make and 
evaluate food products to a range of dietary and lifestyle needs  

- prepare food using safe and hygienic practices to meet specific needs 
 
The Course uses an experiential, practical and problem-solving learning 
approach to develop knowledge, understanding and skills, and promotes 
independence in learning.  
The Course uses real-life situations, and where appropriate, takes account of local, 
cultural and media influences and technological innovations. 
 
Assessment 
Added value Unit- focuses on application and challenge 
Practical Assignment Develop a product(s) to meet a given brief. 
Final exam 
The question paper assesses knowledge and understanding from across the units 
 
Progression 
Advanced Higher Health and Food Technology 
 
Careers -Food Technologist, Dietician, Nurse, Teacher, Hotel and Catering Industry, 
Personnel and Management, Sports Nutrition 
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Hospitality: Practical Cookery 
National 4/5  
 
Entry 
National 4 Hospitality 
National 4 Health and Food Technology or other relevant courses at National 4 
 
 
Units of the Course 
Other qualifications in Hospitality or related areas  
Further study, employment or training 
 
 
 
Course Content 

- Food preparation techniques and cookery processes in the preparation of 
dishes 

- Importance of food safety and hygiene and working safely and hygienically 

- Select, weigh, measure and use appropriate ingredients to prepare and garnish 
or decorate dishes 

- Importance of sourcing sustainable ingredients 

- Current dietary advice relating to the use of ingredients 

- Follow recipes in the preparation of dishes and carrying out an evaluation of the 
product  

- Plan, cost, and organise and time management skills in relation to practical 
cookery 

 
 
Assessment: 
 
Question Paper : 25 Scaled marks – Externally marked 
Assignment:        13 Scaled marks – Externally marked 
Practical activity   62 Scaled marks – Preparing three course meal for four people   
 
   
Progression 
Other SQA units/courses in Hospitality in FE 
 
 
Careers 
Employment in the Food, Hotel and Catering industry 
Personnel and management 
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History 
National 3, National 4 and 5 
 
 
In History, learners develop their understanding of the 
world by learning about other people and their values. 
This Course will encourage learners to develop important 
attitudes, including: an open mind and respect for the 
values, beliefs and cultures of others; an openness to 
new thinking and ideas, and a sense of responsibility and global citizenship. 
Learners will learn about the past and develop an appreciation and understanding of 
the forces which have shaped the world today.  
 

 
What will I learn?  
 
 
Historical Study: European and World - Hitler and Nazi Germany 
 
You will develop techniques to compare differing historical viewpoints 
taking into account their content and context.  
 
 
 

Progression 
 
Students can continue to study National 4, National 5, Higher and AH 
History. They may also follow Modern Studies at National 4, 5 or Higher. 
  
 
 

Assessment 
 
National 3 and National 4 are internally assessed. National 5 has an external 
assessment  
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Mathematics   
Every pupil will study Mathematics in S4. 
 

National 3 Lifeskills 
Mathematics 
 
 
This course builds on the previous learning of Second level from the 3-15 
Experiences & Outcomes.  The course will extend the knowledge of the pupils in 
more areas such as money, percentages, shape and numeracy. 
The course consists of four units which cover Numeracy, Manage Money & Data and 
Shape Space & Measure from the SQA National 3 Lifeskills Mathematics course.  All 
units involve a unit assessment in which the pupils must pass each individual 
assessment standard in a maximum of two attempts.  They must be revised for 
thoroughly and be taken extremely seriously.  
Pupils can expect to be regularly asked to revise course notes, finish off questions 
between lessons as well as receiving a formal hand in homework exercise. 
 
Unit 1 
  
This unit will involve the study of Bar Charts, Line Graphs, Extracting Data from 
Tables and Time. 
 
Unit 2 
 
This unit will involve the study of The Calendar, Scale, Budgeting, Measuring, 
Volume and Weighing. 
 
Unit 3 
 
This unit will involve the study of Wages & Salaries, Percentages, Bar Charts and 
Proportion. 
 
Unit 4 
 
This unit will involve the study of Timetables, Volume, Giving Directions, Perimeter, 
Area and Number Patterns.    
 
There is no final course assessment for National 3 Lifeskills Mathematics.  
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Mathematics 
National 4 
 
 
This course builds on the previous learning of Third level 
from the 3-15 Experiences & Outcomes.  The course will 
extend the knowledge of the pupils in more areas such as 
trigonometry, percentages, algebra and statistics 
 
The course consists of four units which cover Numeracy, 
Applications and Expressions & Formulae from the SQA National 4 Mathematics 
course.  All units involve a unit assessment in which the pupils must pass each 
individual assessment standard in a maximum of two attempts.  They must be 
revised for thoroughly and be taken extremely seriously. Ownership of a suitable 
scientific calculator is vital for this course.  The Mathematics faculty sells CASIO fx-
83GT calculators for £7∙00. 
 
Pupils can expect to be regularly asked to revise course notes, finish off questions 
between lessons as well as receiving a regular formal hand in homework exercise. 
 
Unit 1  
 
This unit will involve the study of Decimals, Wages & Salaries, Negative Numbers, 
Rounding, Fractions, Percentages, Foreign Exchange, Hire Purchase and Time  
 
Unit 2 
 
This unit will involve the study of Time Distance & Speed, Area & Perimeter, Ratio, 
Reading a Scale, Measuring Angles & Lines, Bar Graphs, Line Graphs, Pie Charts, 
Scatergraphs, Stem-and-Leaf Diagrams, Probability and Problem Solving.    
 
Unit 3 
 
This unit will involve the study of Gradient, Equation of a Straight Line, Solving 
Equations, Inequations and Change the Subject of a Formula.  
 
Unit 4 
 
This unit will involve the study of Circumference and Area of a Circle, Pythagoras’ 
Theorem and Right Angled Triangle Trigonometry  
 
The final course assessment will consist of the Added Value Unit assessment:   
Paper 1 will last for 20 minutes and a calculator is not permitted in this paper.   
Paper 2 will last for 40 minutes and a calculator is permitted in this paper. 
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Mathematics 
National 5  
 
Entry 
Students must have shown that they are competent at Fourth level in the 
BGE and have performed to a satisfactory level in the formal Fourth level 
assessments. 
 
Content 
This course builds on the previous learning of National 4. The course will extend the 
knowledge of the pupils in more complex areas such as trigonometry, vectors, algebra and 
statistical analysis. 
 
The course consists of four units which cover Applications, Relationships and Expressions & 
Formulae from the SQA National 5 Mathematics course. All units involve a unit assessment 
in which the pupils must pass each individual assessment standard in a maximum of two 
attempts.  A course assessment that is comparable to SQA exam standard will follow directly 
afterwards. They must be revised for thoroughly and be taken extremely seriously. 

Ownership of a suitable scientific calculator is vital for this course. The Mathematics 
faculty sells CASIO fx-83GT calculators for £7∙00. 
 
Pupils can expect to be regularly asked to revise course notes, finish off questions from their 
home study booklets between lessons as well as receiving a regular formal hand in 
homework exercise. 
 
Unit 1  
This unit will involve the study of Percentages, Compound Interest, Fractions, 3D 
Pythagoras, Similarity and Algebraic Fractions.  
 
Unit 2 
This unit will involve the study of Expanding & Factorising, Completing the Square, Sine & 
Cosine Rules, Area of a Triangle, Equation of a Straight Line, Solving Equations, 
Simultaneous Equations and Change the Subject of a Formula.  
  
Unit 3 
This unit will involve the study of Mean Median & Mode, Quartiles, Boxplots, Standard 
Deviation, Line of Best Fit, Vectors, Algebraic Fractions, Surds and Indices. 
 
Unit 4 
This unit will involve the study of Graphs of Quadratic 
Functions, Quadratic Equations and Trig Equations.   
 
The final course assessment will consist of two examinations:  
Paper 1 will last for 1 hour 15 minutes and a calculator is not permitted in this exam.   
Paper 2 will last for 1 hour 50 minutes and a calculator is permitted in this exam. 
 
Homework 
Homework is given on a daily basis to reinforce and extend class work.    
Formal homework is given at least every two weeks.    
 
Progression: Students may progress to Mathematics Higher or exit to higher or further 
education. 
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Media Studies 
National 4 and 5  
 
 
These media courses offer students the chance to develop 
and express their talents through a wide variety of media-
related activities.   
 

Is Media for me? 
 
Yes, if you are a student who: 

 
• Enjoys research and discussion 
• Is confident in your writing abilities 
• Has a genuine interest in the media, particularly in the fields of advertising, 

popular music, film and television, newspapers and magazines 
• Is able to work effectively in a group and take responsibility 
• Understands the importance of working to deadlines 
• Is interested in learning or developing technical skills, using camera 

equipment, editing programmes and ICT  
 

 
 
 
What will I learn? 
 
In third year students will be introduced to the key concepts of Media Studies 
including Representations, Institutions, Language and Society. This will be done both 
through analysis of a variety of media texts, as well as by giving the students the 
opportunity to produce texts themselves.  These texts will include advertising, film, 
television, music videos or magazines.  Students are therefore prepared for more in-
depth study in fourth year. 
 
In fourth year it will be decided whether you should sit National 4 or 5. 
 
Students will study in greater depth the key aspects of various media including film, 
television, popular music and advertising. They will develop skills in detailed 
analysis.  They will also gain practical experience by working in pairs or alone to 
create a media production. 
 

How will I progress? 
National 4, 5 and Higher Media Studies. 
 

Assessment 
National 4 is internally assessed. National 5 has an external assessment  
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Modern Languages 
 

French, Spanish, Mandarin 
 

National 3, National 4, National 5 
 
 
 
Pupils will continue the language(s) studied in S3.  This will be French, Spanish, 
Mandarin, Languages for Life and Work, or a combination of these languages. 

    

National 3  
Topics studied at National 3 include: 
 
Society   Family and Friends 

Free time 
    Media, cinema, TV, music 
    Citizenship 
Learning    School education 
    Finding out about school in France/Spain/China 
Employability   Future plans and jobs 
Culture Planning a trip (travel, accommodation, eating out, 

shopping) 
 
Students will be given choice within the 4 broad themes.  The skills of talking, 
listening, writing and listening are assessed across two units of study:  
Understanding Language and Using Language.   
 
In S5/6 students may progress to National 4 language courses. 
 
 

National 4 
Topics studied at National 4 include:  
Society Family and Friends 
 Free time 
 Media, cinema, TV, ICT, music 
 Citizenship, rights and responsibilities 
Learning  School education, opinions about school 
 Finding out about school in France, Spain, China 
Employability Future plan and jobs, work experience, CVs, ambitions 
Culture Planning a trip 
 Important festivals and celebrations in France, Spain, 

China 
 Literature e.g. poems, songs, stories   
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Students will be given choice within the 4 broad themes.  The skills of talking, 
listening, writing and listening are assessed across two units of study:  
Understanding Language and Using Language.   
At National 4 students will do a project (Added Value Unit).  They will be able to 
choose a topic of interest (Spanish – within Citizenship unit, French within Film/TV 
unit, Mandarin – various topics).  Students research their chosen topic, read and 
understand texts, deliver a presentation and answer questions on their chosen topic. 
 
In S5/6 students may progress to National 5 language courses. 
 
 
 

National 5 
Topics studied at National 5 include: 
 
Society Family and Friends 
 Free time 
 Health, healthy choices 
 Media, cinema, TV, Technology, music 
 Citizenship, rights and responsibilities, the 

environment 
Learning  School education, opinions about school, responsibilities, 

preparing for exams 
 Finding out about school in France, Spain, China 
Employability Future plan and jobs, work experience, CVs, ambitions 
Culture Planning a trip 
 Important festivals and celebrations in France, Spain, 

China 
    Literature e.g. poems, songs, stories 
 
Students will be given choice within the 4 broad themes.  The skills of talking, 
listening, writing and listening are assessed across two units of study:  
Understanding Language and Using Language.   
 
National 5 candidates will have an exam at the end of their course where they skills 
of reading, writing and listening are assessed.  They will also have an assignment in 
November and a speaking exam in March.  
 
Progression 
In S5 students may progress to Higher language courses. 
 
PLEASE NOTE – progression to S5  
 

• All students will have the opportunity to continue with the language studied in 

S4 and/or to begin a new language in S5/6. 

• All 3 languages will be available at National 5, Higher and Advanced Higher 

levels in S5/6. 

Beginners languages exist at National 4, National 5 and Higher levels in 

S5/6 in 4 languages – French, Spanish, Italian and Mandarin. 
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Languages for Life and Work 
 

Students who achieved level 3 Languages for Life and Work in S3 can progress to 

Level 4 in S4.  The units studied are the same as S3 but different topics will be 

studied within each unit: 

• Languages for Life 

• Languages for Work Purposes 

• Building Your Own Employability Skills 

 

Building a Business 

 

As part of the course, you will have the opportunity to be part of a business, creating 

and marketing a product to sell.  All profits will be donated to charity.  This is an 

excellent opportunity to develop some of the skills you will need once you leave 

school and move into the world of work. 

 

British Sign Language Award – SCQF 

Level 4  
 

The SCQF Level 4 BSL Award is a fantastic new 

opportunity that is being offered for the first time at 

Broughton.  This next level of BSL is not a big jump from 

what is being taught in SCQF Level 3, as it consolidates 

and then supports the continued development.  In addition 

to developing your sign language skill, you will also have a 

chance to learn about deaf history, culture, and community.  By continuing BSL 

studies from S3 into S4, the benefits of attaining foundational BSL qualifications 

promotes further opportunities to learn at college or university, as well as gaining 

communication and language skills that can be confidently used in the workplace or 

life in general.  BSL is an expressive, complex and visual language that can be 

enjoyed by all. 
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Modern Languages Bilingual 

Programme 

 
If your child speaks any of the languages noted below at home and took part in the 
Bilingual Programme in S3, they will be invited continue in S4 and gain an early 
qualification (Higher) in their language.  This is an extra provision and should not be 
counted as one of your child’s subject choices.  Mrs García runs the bilingual 
programme and will contact you towards the end of S3, asking if your child is keen 
continue in the programme.  A monthly class is provided either after school or at 
lunch time to prepare the skills necessary for the Higher exam which will be taken at 
the end of S4: 
 

• Spanish 

• French 

• German 

• Mandarin 

• Italian 

• Polish 

• Arabic 
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Modern Studies 
National 5 
 
 
The National 5 course in Modern studies is broken down into three sections: 
 
 

1) Social issues in the UK. 

In this part of the course the students will study all aspects of ‘Crime and the 

law’. This will include studying the causes and impact of crime, efforts by the 

police to tackle crime as well looking at how the criminal justice system works 

in Scotland. 

 

 
 

2) China 

Students will study China and its politics, economy, social issues and human 

rights. They will also look at how China is important to Scotland. 

 

3) Democracy in Scotland and the UK. 

Students will look at how Scotland is governed and how the UK is governed 
and what the relationship is between the Scottish and UK governments. 
 

 

 
 

 

 

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=crime+stories+in+the+uk&view=detailv2&&id=51C275B8E35E7D0060E4E8ED1D38A29E0F2B1F0F&selectedIndex=67&ccid=ulOr7i6f&simid=608024639543054109&thid=OIP.Mba53abee2e9f01268f3cd8f54f1498c0o0
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=scottish+referendum&view=detailv2&&id=BF8BB2F799B0C49D5AB22E71341FDA62C399F6D4&selectedIndex=1&ccid=/pF6KL0h&simid=608004779614143797&thid=OIP.Mfe917a28bd21c2f2c6221078aca7dd6eo0
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Music 

National 3, National 4 and National 5 
 
Is it for me? 
Music is for you if you:  
 

• Enjoy listening to music  

• Can and enjoy playing an instrument  

• Are interested in making up your own pieces of music/writing songs 

• Intend to follow a career in music 
 
 

 
 
Music is a practical-based course that encourages creative expression through performing, 
listening and composing.  Throughout the year pupils develop their skills performing on two 
instruments, as well as developing their knowledge of popular and classical music styles. 
Pupils will also use some music technology to write and record their own composition(s).   

National 4/5 courses are taught together, but written work is differentiated.  There 
are three elements:  Performing, Understanding Music & Composition.   
 
Performing 
You will need to prepare a programme of at least two pieces on two different 
instruments. At National 5, pupils perform to an external examiner. At National 4, this 
is done in school to a teacher and recorded under exam conditions.  
 
Understanding Music 
You will listen to a wide range of styles of music and will learn to recognise and 
identify musical concepts and key characteristics within these styles. You will also 
further develop your knowledge of music theory and music literacy.  
There is a listening exam in May for National 5 candidates, whole National 4 
candidates will complete an exam in class time during the SQA Exam period. 
 
Composition 
Pupils will develop their composing skills by completing tasks throughout the year. 
These will be informed by the musical styles and concepts that you learn about in the 
Understanding Music units and are designed to prepare you to complete a 
composing assignment.  
You will complete a composing assignment where you will create your own piece of 
music between 1-2½ minutes in length and complete a short, written review of this. 
The piece of music can be in whatever style and use whichever instruments that you 
choose. This will be sent away for external marking at National 5, and is marked 
internally at National 4. 
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Skills developed during the completion of these courses are desirable for all 
future employers.   
 
Employers value what creativity enables in their employees:  
FLEXIBILITY RESILIENCE PROACTIVITY ANALYTICAL THINKING INITIATIVE 
ENTREPRENEURISM COLLABORATION ADAPTABILITY 
 
 
Employers value what creativity enables in their employees: 
FLEXIBILITY RESILIENCE PROACTIVITY ANALYTICAL THINKING INITIATIVE 
ENTREPRENEURISM COLLABORATION ADAPTABILITY 
 
 
 
 

 

 

National 5 Music Technology 

Is it for me? 
Music Technology is for you if you:  
 

• Enjoy listening to popular music  

• Have an interest in computers 

• Are interested in sound recording/engineering 

• Play an instrument but do not like performing 

• Enjoy making up your own pieces of music/writing songs 

• Intend to follow a career in music 
 

 

 
Music Technology is a course for learners with a broad interest in music technology 
and 20th and 21st century music. The course is practical and experiential in nature. 
It can be contextualised to suit a diverse range of candidate needs, interests and 
aspirations. 
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The purpose of the Music Technology course is to develop practical technical skills 
and use music technology creatively in a range of contexts.  
You will also learn about music technology and musical concepts that are particularly 
relevant to 20th and 21st century popular music.  

This Course will provide opportunities for you to develop your interest in music 
technology and to develop your skills and knowledge relevant to the needs of the 
music industry. The course includes some opportunities for personalisation and 
choice in selecting varied contexts for learning (choice of tasks). This makes it 
suitable for a variety of learners with a range of musical interests. 
 
The aims of the Course are to enable you to:  

• develop sophisticated skills in the use of music technology hardware and 
software to record and manipulate audio  

• use music technology creatively in sound production in a variety of contexts  

• develop an understanding of a range of 20th and 21st century musical styles 
and genres  

 
The practical and experiential nature of this course gives you opportunities to show 
imagination, creativity and technical problem-solving skills as you develop, review 
and refine your musical ideas and use music technology for specific effects. 
 

Skills, knowledge and understanding for the course The following 

provides a broad overview of the subject skills, knowledge and understanding developed in 
the course:  

• knowledge and understanding of 20th and 21st century styles and genres of music, 
and how this relates to the development of music technology  

• knowledge of the features and functions of music technology hardware and software  

• skills in using music technology hardware and software to capture and manipulate 
audio  

• planning, implementing and evaluating two sound productions 

• application of music technology in creative ways  

• awareness of a range of contexts in which music technology can be applied  

 

Assessment - Question paper  
You will complete a listening exam during the SQA exam diet in May. The exam paper 
requires you to use listening skills and to draw on and apply knowledge and understanding 
of a sample of all the technological terms, styles and genres, and music concepts you have 
learned throughout the year. 
The question paper has 40 marks (30% of the overall course award). It consists of questions 
relating to music excerpts in a range of 20th and 21st century styles and genres. A range of 
question types are used, assessing understanding of relevant music and technological 
concepts. 

 
Assessment – Assignment 
 
You will complete a Music Technology assignment that will make up 70% of your overall 
grade. The purpose of the assignment is to assess your practical application of knowledge 
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and skills from the course to plan, implement and evaluate creative productions using music 
technology.  
 
The assignment comprises two tasks in which you will use and apply your technology and 
musical skills and knowledge developed throughout the course.  
The creative productions can be whatever you choose, with the common choices being:  

• a recording of a live performance 

• a multi-track recording 

• creation and recording of a radio broadcast/podcast 

• creating a soundtrack for a film clip 

•  sound design for video game. 
  

 
The assignment comprises two meaningful and appropriately challenging tasks. The 
candidate is required to draw on and apply technological and musical skills and knowledge, 
at an appropriate level, developed throughout the course. The creative productions may be 
in any two appropriate contexts, such as (but not limited to) live performance, multi-track 
recording, radio broadcast, composing and sound design for film, audiobooks and computer 
gaming.  
The completed products should clearly demonstrate application of knowledge and skills at 
an appropriate level (as defined in the ‘Skills, knowledge and understanding for the course 
assessment’ section of this document).  
The assignment has 100 marks. Each of the tasks has 50 marks, providing a combined total 
of 100 marks (70% of the overall course award). 
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Physical Education  
National 5 

The course assessment components; 

1. Performance Assessment – 60 marks 

2. Portfolio – 60 marks  

The National 5 Physical Education course enables candidates to develop the skills, 
knowledge and understanding required to perform effectively in a range of physical 
activities, and enhance their physical wellbeing. Candidates work both independently 
and co-operatively to develop thinking and interpersonal skills. This makes physical 
education an ideal platform for developing confidence, resilience, responsibility and 
the ability to work with others.  

Experiential learning activities encourage candidates to develop an understanding of 
the benefits of participation in physical activities to their mental, emotional, social, and 
physical wellbeing. 

 
Physical Education: Performance Assessment 

The purpose of this component is to assess the candidate’s ability to effectively 
perform in two different physical activities.  

Each performance is a single event in a challenging, competitive and/or demanding context. 
This gives candidates an opportunity to demonstrate the following skills, knowledge and 
understanding  

This assesses the candidate’s ability to demonstrate:  

•  a repertoire of skills — including complex skills  

•  control and fluency  

•  effective decision-making  

•  using and applying straightforward composition, tactics or roles safely and effectively  

•  conforming to rules, regulations and etiquette  

•  controlling emotions  

•  working co-operatively with others  

Portfolio Assessment 

The purpose of the portfolio is to assess the candidate’s knowledge and 
understanding of the performance development process. It assesses the candidate’s 
ability to integrate skills and apply knowledge and understanding from across the 
course.  
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Physics  
National 4 and National 5 
 
 
 
Course Structure: 
 
Waves and Radiation  
 
The Unit covers the key areas of wave characteristics, sound, light, electromagnetic 
spectrum and nuclear radiation. 
 
 
Electricity and Energy 
 
The Unit covers the key area of generation of energy transfer, heat, electricity, 
electrical power, electromagnetism, practical electrical and electrical circuits, heat, 
gas laws and the kinetic model. 
 
Dynamics and Space 
 
The Unit covers key areas of speed and acceleration, relationships between forces, 
motion and energy, satellites, space exploration and cosmology. 
 
 
Assessment 
 
National 4 is internally assessed. National 5 has an external assessment: Exam and 
Assignment. 
 
 
Progression 
 
National 5, Higher Physics, AH Physics. 
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Practical Woodwork  
National 4/5 
 
Entry Requirements 

Entry to this course is at the discretion of the department. 

In order to be successful on this course candidates’ must be: 

 Committed and interested in woodwork 

 Be able to tackle and complete practical work to the highest standard 

 Be willing to use own personal time to ensure work is to the highest standard 

 

Content 

The Practical Woodworking Course enables learners to gain skills in woodworking 

techniques; in measuring and marking out timber sections and sheet materials, 

cutting and shaping, and finishing artefacts. Learners will develop safe working 

practices in workshop environments, practical creativity and problem-solving skills, 

and an understanding of sustainability issues in the context of practical 

woodworking.  

• There are 3 areas that are completed by all individuals who undertake the 

course.   

o Flat-frame Construction  

o Carcase Construction  

o Machining and Finishing  

For all candidates there is a final course assessment task, which is set by the SQA 

and must be completed to pass the course, there is also a written exam to test a 

learners theoretical knowledge.  

 

Assessment 

Depending on the level, candidates are working at they, will have to complete the 

following assessment: 

National 4 – 3 end of unit assessments (practical) and a final course assessment 

(Practical) 

National 5 – A final course assessment set by the SQA (practical – worth 70%) and a 

written exam (set & marked by the SQA – worth 30%)  
 

Please note that pupils are asked to contribute £20 towards the cost of 

materials. 

Progression 

National 4 and 5 will be taught as a composite group, both levels will be taught so 
that all youngsters can have the opportunity to be successful.  The final level 
youngsters are entered at will be determined by the quality and accuracy of the 
models constructed during the whole course.  Safety in the workshop will be a key 
component of all learning and teaching. 
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Psychology  
National 5 
 
 
What is Psychology? 
 

Psychology is the scientific study of the mind and behaviour. The main 
topics are briefly described below: 

• Sleep and Dreams: An in-depth look at theories surrounding 
why we sleep and the purpose of dreams. 

• Non- Verbal Communication: a large percentage of how we 
communicate involves more than words. NVC looks at the 
many others factors that contribute to commination. 

 
• Personality: looking at personality traits, introversion, extraversion, 

psychoticism and anti-social personality disorders. 

• Conformity: Why do human beings conform? What shapes our attitudes, 
opinions, values and ideas? Are we really as independent as we would like to 
think we are? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Progression 
 
Higher Psychology, National 5 Philosophy or Higher Philosophy 
 

 
 
Assessment 
 
At National 5 level there is external assessment in the form of a final exam (70 
marks) and an assignment research project which accounts for 30 of the 100 marks. 
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Rural Skills  
National 4/N5 
 
Entry requirements 
Interest in working in the outdoors, constructing, planting, and developing an 
enterprise.  
 
Course Content 
This is a practical course with most of the learning taking place in the outdoors. 
Students will develop skills around managing and carrying out small repairs to the 
school grounds and developing the community garden. 
 
Learners will develop a range of employability skills and understanding of 
employment sectors such as agricultural crops; fencing industries; land-based 
engineering industries; production horticulture industries; landscaping industries; 
game and wildlife management and veterinary industries.  
There is a very wide range of land-based businesses in Scotland with a great variety 
of job roles. Changes in rural land use, including the decline and change of 
traditional agriculture, have created a knowledge gap. Research shows that fewer 
people are likely to contribute to the rural economy and its development unless more 
individuals are introduced to the possible opportunities in land-based industries in 
the UK.  
 
This Rural Skills Course has been designed to provide a broad basis for progression 
into further education and training in the land-based sector. It allows candidates to 
begin to develop some of the basic practical skills necessary to work in most of these 
disciplines as well as an opportunity to explore the very diverse employment 
prospects that exist.  
 
 
Assessment 
 

Assessment in this Course will be based mainly on a range of practical activities 
supported by tutor observation checklists, together with candidate self-assessment 
checks and log sheets.  
. 
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Rugby leading to UK Coaching Certificate level 1 

 
Course Overview  
This is a new course designed for students with a keen interest in developing their 

skills and knowledge of the game of rugby. The course is suitable for students of all 

abilities with enthusiasm and interest in learning performance and coaching skills. In 

S4 there will be 4 periods of rugby per week led by Edinburgh BATs rugby club and 

delivered at Broughton High School. 

 

In S4, students will develop their coaching skills leading to a UK CC level 1 award. 
 

• Scottish Rugby Right (minimum standard coaching award) 

• Start Rugby – Introduction to Rugby Coaching, module based  

• World Rugby Passport  

o Rugby Ready  

o Laws of the Game 

o Player Welfare  

• Finish year with a UKCC Level 1 (16+)  

 
 

The UK Coaching Certificate Level 1 qualification has been designed to equip 

learners with the skills, knowledge and attributes to develop players participating in 

the mini game; through fun, organised, planned and safe delivery. The content 

focuses on both the ‘what’ and ‘how’ of coaching, whilst encouraging coaches to 

examine why they coach and what influences their own and their players’ learning. 

The course is designed to provide coaches with a sound level of understanding of 

how to coach the principles of the Technical Blueprint, and how to create quality 

player-centred learning environments.  

 
Assessment 
Methods  
 

Competency based  

Coaching practicals  

Group discussions  

Workbook  
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Support for Learning 
 
We aim to support the learning and personal development of students 
in accordance with school policy, and local and national priorities.  We 
liaise with students, teaching staff and parents/carers to promote the 
inclusion of students with diverse intellectual, sensory, physical and 
behavioural needs. 
 
 

• We believe that Additional Support Needs (ASN) arise from the personal 
characteristics, needs and circumstances of the individual learner at a given 
point in time. 

• We recognise that it is the responsibility of all staff to promote effective 
teaching and learning for all students. 

• We believe that all students have the capacity to learn and to make progress. 

• We are committed to supporting students with particular needs. 

• We know that students will learn best when there is a collaborative approach 
between professionals, students and parents/carers. 

• We recognise that the curriculum may present difficulties and that a degree of 
flexibility is an essential aspect of providing the most appropriate educational 
experience for all students. 

 
 
Irrespective of ability, any student may encounter difficulties in learning.  These 
difficulties may be long or short term and the Support for Learning department works 
closely with subject departments to ensure that students are supported 
appropriately.  In as far as possible, students are supported in class by Learning 
Assistants or SfL teaching staff.  Other ways in which learning is supported include: 
 

• Providing information on individual students;  

• Suggesting learning and teaching strategies; 

• Setting and monitoring ASPs, IEPs and CSPs in conjunction with Guidance, 
Inclusion and subject teachers; 

• Assisting mainstream teachers to develop resources for learning; 

• Agreeing the use of the SfL classroom for students following individual 
courses of study; 

• Involvement in review meetings and transition meetings; 

• Devising individualised learning programmes; 

• Managing procedures relating to SQA Assessment Arrangements; 

• Running reading programmes (direct teaching and paired reading); 

• Managing the use of keyboards (Alphasmart/Neo/laptops); 

• Offering individual tutorial time as appropriate; 

• Liaising with partner agencies (EAL, Educational Psychologist, EWO, health  
services). 
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S4 College Option 
 
 
It may be possible for S4 students to study part of the week at college. Edinburgh 
College offers courses at their Sighthill and Granton Campuses. If you are interested 
in looking into this, please let your Guidance teacher know. 
 
The following courses may be available from August 2017: 
 

• Automotive Engineering    Tuesday/Thursday afternoon 

• Construction      One full day per week 

• Early Education and Childcare   Tuesday/Thursday afternoon 

• Electrical Engineering    Tuesday/Thursday afternoons 

• Hair and Beauty     One afternoon per week 

• Retail       Tuesday/Thursday afternoons. 

• Introduction to Dental Practice   Tuesday/Thursday afternoons 

• Dental Technology (Engineering for Teeth)        Tuesday/Thursday afternoons 

• Travel and Tourism (Get Ready for Work)  tbc 

• NPA Sound Production    Friday afternoons (Forrester 
HS) 

• Computer Game Design     Friday afternoons 

• Introduction to Technical Theatre   Tuesday afternoons 
(Broughton HS) 

 
 

 

S4 JET Option 
 
Jet is an employability programme with a work placement 
that lasts for the year. This takes place on a Friday and is 
for a full day. Students can opt to work in a range of 
environments learning real life skills for work. Some of the 
places where students have worked include: 
 
 

• Office 

• School 

• Nursery 

• Garage 

• Library 

• Hairdresser 

• Beautician 
 
Please speak to your Guidance teacher if you are interested in the JET programme. 


